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To save the one she loves, she’ll kill them all.Kiku’s quest to rescue her lover has gone
disastrously wrong. With the odds stacked against her, her enemies think she’ll run and hide to
save herself. They’re wrong—dead wrong. Kiku decides to take the fight to them instead. Now
the hunter, Kiku, will stop at nothing to protect those she loves.WARNING: If you have plans,
cancel them! Call in sick to work, get a babysitter, do whatever you must to steal away with
Kiku. You won’t be able to stop reading, so get ready to strap in, buckle up, and hang on for the
action-thrill ride of your life! Award-winning, Wall Street Journalbestselling author Christopher
Greyson breaks the mold for action-thrillers. Join Kiku as she crisscrosses the globe from
Chicago to Hong Kong, the streets of Japan, and the frozen tundra of Russia and takes on the
mob, Yakuza, black market, and anyone else who stands in her way!Grab your copy and start
reading this electrifying novel today!Christopher Greyson's novels have been read by millions
of readers. Look for other standalone novels by Wall Street Journal bestselling author
Christopher Greyson featuring leading man Detective Jack Stratton. These books can be read
in any order.The Detective Jack Stratton Mystery-Thriller SeriesAnd Then She Was Gone
(Prequel)Girl JackedJack KnifedJacks Are WildJack and the Giant KillerData JackJack of
HeartsJack FrostJack of DiamondsCaptain JackAlso by Christopher Greyson:The Girl Who
Lived• Best Mystery-Thriller eBook of the Year — Independent Publisher Book Awards• Winner
Best Thriller — National Indie Excellence Awards• Winner Best Thriller — Silver Falchion
Award• Finalist eBook Fiction — Indie Book Awards• Silver Medal Suspense — Reader’s
Favorite Book AwardsOne Little LieThe Adventures of Finn & AnniePure of HeartKIKU – The
Yakuza War TrilogyA Beautiful Place to DieKindle the Fires of WarDance of DeathPlease visit
ChristopherGreyson.com to find out more about your favorite characters, giveaways, and
updates on new book releases and get a FREE copy of the exclusive Detective Jack Stratton
short story: FIRST PATROL.

“Fodor’s is pitched a few notches higher…aimed at a fairly discerning traveler with an appetite
for background and the occasional surprise.” – New York Times“The Fodor’s guides are notable
for their ratings of sights, restaurants, shops, accommodations and attractions.” – Chicago
Tribune“In terms of comprehensiveness of coverage, the very accessible format, and the
enthusiastic tone, this series remains one of the best on the market.” – Booklist“Fodor’s super-
informative guidebooks are known for accuracy and attention to detail.” – Sacramento
Bee“Fodor’s can help you plan the perfect adventure.” – Arizona Republic--This text refers to
the paperback edition.About the AuthorFor over 80 years, Fodor's Travel has been a trusted
resource offering expert travel advice for every stage of a traveler's trip. We hire local writers
who know their destinations better than anyone else, allowing us to provide the best travel
recommendations for all tastes and budget in over 7,500 worldwide destinations. Our books
make it possible for every trip to be a trip of a lifetime. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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THE DANCE OF DEATHTo save the one she loves, she’ll kill them all.Kiku’s quest to rescue
her lover has gone disastrously wrong. With the odds stacked against her, her enemies think
she’ll run and hide to save herself. They’re wrong—dead wrong. Kiku decides to take the fight
to them instead. Now the hunter, Kiku, will stop at nothing to protect those she
loves.WARNING: If you have plans, cancel them! Call in sick to work, get a babysitter, do
whatever you must to steal away with Kiku. You won’t be able to stop reading, so get ready to
strap in, buckle up, and hang on for the action-thrill ride of your life!Praise for Christopher
Greyson’sThe Dance of DeathI loved every minute of it!Move over Bond, here comes Kiku!If
you like Mission Impossible, you will love Kiku!This book is so action-packed I had to remind
myself to breathe!A truly fun and face-paced read! Kiku is a kick-butt action hero, but her
character is balanced by a vulnerability that adds depth and complexity.From multi-award-
winning Wall Street Journal bestselling author Christopher Greyson comes this spellbinding
tale with jaw-dropping secrets, a colorful ensemble of characters, and a protagonist you’ll root
for from the first page to the last. Christopher Greyson's novels have been read by millions of
readers.ALSO BY CHRISTOPHER GREYSONThis book is dedicated to my martial arts
instructor-Mark Ricci.He poured titanium into my spine and showed me how to walk as both a
warrior and kind man.CONTENTSChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter
6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter
14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter
22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter 27Chapter 28Chapter 29Chapter
30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter 35Chapter 36Chapter 37EpilogueJoin
the FREE Preferred Reader ProgramKiku - Yakuza AssassinAlso by Christopher GreysonThe
Adventures of Finn & Annie — MiniMystery SeriesAcknowledgmentsAbout the Author1Kiku’s
eyes snapped open, to a world of pure black and freezing cold. She shivered as her confusion
grew. She was certain her sins had earned her a VIP ticket into Hell. She had always expected
to face roaring flames when she died. Which left her wondering where the fire was. Is this what
Hell is really like? Cold, dark, solitary?Vivid flashes of her last conscious recollections played
one after the other like a sick slide show: Takeo’s shirt turning crimson; her hand pressed
against his gunshot wound; Dr. Ito in the morgue. Then …Like the blast of a gun, the name of
her mentor roared in her mind. Daichi. His face filled the screen in her head, and his words of
betrayal echoed like thunder: “Jiro offered me a job.”Forcing herself to focus, Kiku fought back
the hot brew of feelings that boiled up with these memories. Like a sailor after a wild night of
leave, she racked her clouded mind to recall crucial information locked within.The slide show of
her last moments before death resumed. She had given Takeo so much of her blood that she
was about to pass out when Daichi came into the morgue and attacked her. In her weakest
moment, he had killed her.Kiku willed herself to think about what had almost certainly
happened next. Takeo, too, had been near death on the table beside her when Daichi
smothered her.Snuffed out like a candle—instead of the fight to the death she had always
envisioned for herself. She shivered and wondered again what this cold world was—perhaps a
special hell for assassins. In which case, Daichi might be here with her now.Kiku smiled in the
darkness. If he was here, things were about to get a lot worse for him, but a lot more interesting
for her.She tried to sit up, but after rising only four inches, her forehead banged into metal
above her. Her head dropped back down, striking the metal slab beneath her. She reached out
her hands on each side, and her fingers touched cold steel.She tried to calm her breathing as
her hands explored the surfaces of the metal box she was trapped in. She felt no latches, no



handles. She inched her way down until her feet touched the end of the box and tapped it a few
times, trying to gauge its strength. Then she kicked it as hard as she could. A deafening noise
reverberated through the box, like she was inside a steel barrel that was being used as a
drum.She had just raised her leg to kick again when she felt herself sliding backward, being
pulled from the box like a knife from a kitchen drawer. She had to blink against the suddenly
blinding lights, but she recognized where she was: the morgue. She had been placed feet first
into one of the refrigerators used to store the dead.Daichi appeared at her side and glared
down at her.Kiku ripped the gun from his waistband and aimed it at his groin. “Move and you
die.” She could barely see, but she resisted the temptation to wipe her eyes. “Hands on top of
your head.”“Hand.” Daichi corrected her, flashing the roguish grin he was famous for. “And can
you please point that thing someplace else?”“Where is Takeo?”“Kiku, you need to take it slow,
but we don’t have a lot of time. I—”“Shut up. You betrayed us.”“What are you talking
about?”“You said you are working for Jiro.”“I think the doc took too much blood out of you and it
shriveled your brain.” Daichi laughed.Kiku jabbed the gun into his stomach. “You tried to kill
me.”Daichi scowled. “I don’t try to kill people, I do kill them. And I don’t return to check if they’re
all right, either.”Kiku shook her head like a swimmer trying to get water out of her ears. What he
said was true, but …“Why did you smother me?”“The cops were coming. Don’t forget, we’re in
the basement of the police station, and I needed to hide you. The only option was to stick you
in the drawer. But you were so out of it, I couldn’t instruct you to be quiet, and I was afraid you
were going to make too much noise. I had to knock you out somehow. Would you have
preferred I punch you in the head?”As a matter of fact, she would have preferred a quick punch
to the head, but now she understood his motivations.“Okay.” She lowered her gun and tried to
sit up.Daichi grabbed her arm and pulled her to a sitting position.“Where is Takeo?” Kiku
asked.Daichi’s face fell. “Dead.”Kiku didn’t cry out. She didn’t shed a tear. Her emotions,
suddenly so cold, they burned.When her icy stare met Daichi’s, the veteran hitman’s eyes
widened in fear, and he stepped back.Kiku slid off the table. “Let me see his body.”“That’s not
possible—”“Now!” Kiku growled.Daichi sighed. “Okay.” He held up both hands. “Takeo’s not
exactly dead—yet.”Kiku grabbed Daichi’s shirt and placed the gun barrel beneath his chin.“Will
you stop doing that?” Daichi said. “You’re shaking so bad that gun’s going to go off.”“Why would
you lie to me about Takeo?”“Because I want to keep you both alive. If you thought Takeo was
dead, you’d agree to let Dr. Ito sneak you out of here. But if you knew Takeo was alive, you’d
insist on coming with me.”She lowered the gun. “Since when is that a bad idea?”“Ordinarily,
you’re the best asset in any arsenal, but right now there’s an army of cops and Yakuza across
the street, and they all want us dead. I’m going to have to run the gauntlet, and I’m going to
have to move fast. You can barely stand.”“I am coming with you.” Her legs shook as she walked
over to the coat rack, took down a white lab coat, and put it on.“Look at you!” Daichi rubbed his
forehead with his good hand. “That’s why I lied. You’re going to slow me down, and I don’t have
time to wait for you to recover. The cops are about to bring a lot of bodies in here.”“I know.” Kiku
buttoned her coat. “I am the one who killed them. Where is Takeo?”“In a hearse outside.”“You
left Takeo outside?”“No one’s going to be looking in there,” Daichi said. “He’s in a coffin.
Besides, he’s been out there this long because you’re holding me up.”“I am ready.” Kiku strode
down the hall, forcing Daichi to catch up with her. But she stopped after opening the door to the
outside, stunned by the police lights and razzle-dazzle of numerous news crews. But what
really caught her eye was the decked-out Japanese hearse parked just outside the doors.
Every Japanese person secretly longed to be conveyed to the afterworld in such a hearse.
Onto the body of a limousine was grafted a fanciful Buddhist temple carved out of wood and
painted gold, black, and red, and a grinning golden dragon ran along the entire roof. Suddenly,



Kiku wondered again if Daichi had killed her and this was some hallucination from the afterlife.
She was dead, Takeo was dead—She swayed and Daichi caught her arm, looking at her with
concern. “Are you all right, �Æ¶�Ö“ð We must hurry.”Feeling his powerful muscles and hearing his
old nickname for her woke her up to the real world, and reminded her that in order to survive,
she must be like the tough little native wolf for which she was named. She took a deep breath
and readied herself for battle. She nodded to Daichi, quickening her pace toward the
otherworldly chariot that held her lover, clinging to life. She did not allow herself to look at the
coffin in the back, for she’d want to climb in with him.“Does he have enough air?” she asked as
she buckled herself in.“He’s on oxygen. But we need to get him to a doctor fast.” Daichi pulled
away from the morgue, but because of the scene they were fleeing—which they had caused—
the police had set up a roadblock. A young policeman approached Daichi’s window.Daichi
jerked his thumb toward the coffin in the back. “We have orders to move some of the bodies
already processed to make more room.”The policeman glanced down at Daichi’s lab coat.
“Where’s your badge?”“My regular lab coat got covered in, ah … intestinal fluid.” Daichi
shrugged. “I grabbed a clean one, because you don’t want to be walking around like that. You
know what I mean?”An older cop shouted, “What’s the holdup?”Kiku’s heartbeat was ticking up.
She felt nauseated, and it was getting worse.“He doesn’t have a badge,” the young one
shouted back.The older policeman rolled his eyes. “Look around, rookie. Let ’em go.”Daichi
nodded vigorously. “Thank you.” He started to roll forward, but the policeman’s hand came
down on the windshield.“Hold on.” The rookie peered across the seat at Kiku. “Let me see your
badge.”She smiled apologetically. “They just called me in. I was shopping with my husband and
came right over.”“Officer Tanaka!” the old cop bellowed.The muscles in the young cop’s jaw
flexed. Kiku recognized his look of resolve. He was going to follow procedure no matter what
his superior wanted. He was going to order Daichi to get out of the car. Daichi must have
picked up on the expression too, because he jammed his foot down on the gas.The hearse
smashed through the sawhorses and shot through a gap in the line of police vehicles, as every
cop with a gun opened fire. Bullets pinged off the hearse as Daichi raced across the mall
parking lot.In her side mirror, Kiku saw policemen rushing to their cars. “Here they come,” she
said.Daichi swore and turned the steering wheel hard to the right. The hearse slid into the
curve toward the mall exit. “This is like riding a pig with a fat butt.”Kiku laughed. Maybe it was
due to loss of blood or the depths of her exhaustion, but the thought of Daichi galloping down
the streets of Sendai on the back of a pig made her laugh so hard her sides hurt.As he exited
the mall and lumbered onto the main road, Daichi gripped the wheel with his prosthetic hand
and fumbled for his phone with the other. “Kiku, can you grab my phone from my shirt
pocket?”She grabbed the phone. “What is the passcode?”“One-one-one-one,” Daichi said as
he swerved around a truck.Kiku chuckled. “Simpleton.”“Shut up. You try unlocking a phone with
one hand. Speed-dial four and hold the phone to my ear.”“Left!” Kiku shouted.A car had
stopped at a red light directly in front of them.Daichi cut the wheel right and struck the curb.
The limousine leapt into the air so hard both their heads hit the headliner. The car crashed
back down with sparks flying up behind them.“I said left!” Kiku growled as she held the phone
against Daichi’s ear.“Hello?” Daichi shouted into the phone. “Everything’s gone south. I’m
heading for downtown.”Kiku heard a man’s voice through the tiny speaker. “You’re heading
south?”“No!” Daichi pumped the brakes, cut the wheel, and slid around a turn. “I’m in the
hearse, headed north to the business district. The cops are after us. Where’s the other
ride?”The man replied, but this time Kiku couldn’t make out his words. As Daichi ran a red light,
he flashed his roguish grin. “I still have some friends in Japan.”Kiku returned the phone to his
pocket and was watching a line of police cars now stretched out behind them in her side mirror



when a bullet struck it, shattering the glass.“Why are they shooting?” Kiku asked, puzzled.
Japanese police procedure mandated that officers were not to shoot during chases.“Kenzo’s
men ran into the cops when they were escaping from the mall. Dozens of policemen were
killed in the resulting firefight.”Kiku clenched her jaw. That would certainly complicate matters.
“Do you have a plan?”Daichi smiled. “Hang on. You might not like this part.” He cut the wheel
and headed for a grassy slope that led up to the interstate.“I thought we were going to the
business district.”“We are. I’m just opening up some space between us and the police.”The
engine whined, and the tires spat out chunks of turf. At the top of the hill, the hearse crashed
through a chain-link fence and then they were airborne, flying across the highway. Horns
blared, tires skidded, and a huge truck almost tore them in half as the oncoming vehicles tried
to avoid the crazed golden dragon.Kiku felt vomit rising in her throat. She turned her head and
threw up out the window just before the car came back to earth with surprising grace. Daichi
spun the wheel and took off down the highway.Wiping her mouth with the back of her hand,
Kiku glanced back. “We still have three cruisers in pursuit.” She could only hope that Takeo was
well cushioned in his casket, and still unconscious.“Not for long.” Daichi pointed. Just up ahead,
an older man stood beside a truck at the side of the highway. He was holding a cable, and stop
sticks were stretched across the road. As soon as the hearse had passed over them, the man
yanked the cable.The pursuing police cars skidded in an effort to avoid the metal spikes. But
they couldn’t stop quickly enough. The tires on all three cruisers were shredded.Daichi barreled
off the highway and into the business district. He didn’t slow until he skidded to nearly a full
stop and turned sharply down an alley. A florist’s truck sat idling behind a restaurant, its cab
facing them. Daichi pulled around the truck and backed up to it. When five men ran out the
back door, Kiku pulled her gun, but Daichi placed a restraining hand on her arm. “They’re with
me.”As he got out of the car and removed his white coat, the men ran to the back of the hearse
and lifted the coffin out. They quickly loaded it into the back of the truck, strapped it down, and
hid it underneath boxes of flowers, then filed back into the restaurant without having uttered a
word.Daichi helped Kiku out of the hearse and took off her lab coat as well. Then he put an
arm around her and half-supported her to the passenger side of the flower truck. The world
was spinning beneath her, and walking the few steps to the truck was like crossing a ship’s
deck in the midst of a storm.He opened the cab door. “You get the window seat. I don’t want
you puking on me.” He slid into the middle of the cab, pulled Kiku in beside him, and reached
over her to shut the door.The engine rumbled to life, and Kiku turned to look at the driver.
When she saw who it was, she drew her gun, reached across Daichi, and pressed it against
the driver’s temple.Jimmy raised his trembling hands from the steering wheel. “Please don’t
shoot my brains out. I can explain.”2“I can explain,” Jimmy repeated.Kiku kept the gun pressed
against his temple. “You can try.”Daichi glanced in the side mirrors. “We need to leave.”“Let him
explain first,” Kiku said sternly, leaving no room for debate.Jimmy smiled awkwardly. “I’m a
moron?”“Good enough for me. Hit the clutch, Jimmy.” Daichi pushed down on the gas and
shifted the gear while Jimmy’s foot was on the clutch. “I did that with my prosthetic,” he
announced proudly.Kiku did not lower her gun.“Can you at least wait to shoot him?” Daichi
asked as he steered with his good hand.“Hey! Don’t say that!” Jimmy’s eyes widened as they
started moving down the alley.“I’m trying to reach a compromise,” Daichi explained.“A better
compromise is to say, forgive him and let it go,” Jimmy said hopefully. He started to reach for
the steering wheel and Kiku’s eyes narrowed.“Put the gun down, Kiku. We’re reaching the main
street. Clutch!” Daichi switched gears again. “You can shoot him when we get where we’re
going, okay?”“Will you stop saying that?” Jimmy shrieked. “You don’t know her. She’ll shoot me
right now.”Daichi grinned broadly. “Keep driving. Nobody knows Kiku like I do. And she won’t



shoot you now because she knows if she shot you, we’d have blood all over the windshield,
which would make it hard for us to drive around Sendai without drawing attention. And we need
to get Takeo to the doctor as fast as possible.” He looked at Kiku. “Right?”Jimmy looked like he
was starting to hyperventilate, but he kept driving. The truck sped up as they reached the main
street. Daichi went to switch gears and Jimmy grabbed his prosthetic and then let go like he’d
grabbed a snake.“I got it now,” Jimmy said.Daichi sat back in his seat. “I was starting to get the
hang of it.”“He betrayed us,” Kiku snarled. “I will shoot him low down. We can stuff his body at
my feet. You can drive.”“Jiro betrayed us,” Daichi said. “Not Jimmy.” He pressed Kiku’s gun arm
down, the muscles in his forearm straining. “You are strong, �Æ¶�Ö’à Even when you are ready to
pass out.”“Do not change the subject. He led Takeo into a trap.”“I didn’t—” Jimmy started to
say.Kiku dropped the gun into her lap, grabbed it with her other hand, and aimed it at Jimmy’s
head.Daichi placed his prosthetic hand in front of the barrel, blocking it.Kiku glared at him.
“That is cheating.”Daichi winked.“I don’t know if that will stop a bullet,” Jimmy said nervously. He
pressed himself back into the seat as if he could hide behind Daichi.“No time like the present to
find out,” Kiku said calmly.Daichi tilted his head toward the road. “Kiku. Cops.”With a scowl,
Kiku lowered her gun as two cruisers sped past, likely en route to the mall.“Yamagata police.
They’re calling in cops from all over,” Daichi said. “Kiku, please. Drop this until we get Takeo
someplace safe.”Reluctantly, Kiku nodded.Jimmy exhaled.Daichi pulled a plastic bag from his
pants pocket and handed it to Kiku. “Eat these. Baba made them. They are crumbled, but
good.” He smiled and patted his stomach.Kiku nibbled the peanut-butter cookies as they rode
in silence, the business district gradually giving way to residential housing and family
neighborhoods.Daichi’s phone rang. He listened for a moment, thanked the caller, and hung
up.“The police have set up a perimeter around the entire city,” he said. “But there’s no need for
us to worry. We’re almost there.”Jimmy stopped the truck in front of a modest two-story house
and backed into the driveway.Waiting for them outside was a middle-aged woman, thin, with
blond hair.“Her name’s Olivia,” Daichi said to Kiku as they all got out of the truck. “She can be
trusted.”Jimmy opened the rear of the truck, and Olivia and Daichi climbed inside. They moved
the flower boxes covering the coffin, then removed the straps holding it in place.Olivia started
to open the lid, but Daichi shook his head and put a hand on her arm.“I should check if he can
be moved,” Olivia said.“He doesn’t have a choice. We’ve got to get rid of this truck.”Olivia
nodded and helped Daichi push the coffin to the end of the truck. Kiku and Jimmy grabbed the
end, pulled it to the edge, and waited for Olivia and Daichi to jump down and join them. Like
four pallbearers, they carried the coffin down a little walkway to the rear of the house. Kiku
knew Jimmy was bearing most of the weight of their end. She was having a hard enough time
just walking and was doing little more than balance her side of the coffin.As they awkwardly
stumbled into the house, Olivia grunted, “To the right.”Kiku’s arms shook as they set the coffin
down in a living room that had been converted into a makeshift hospital room and filled with
medical equipment. Daichi looked around and nodded approvingly.“Let’s get to work,” Olivia
said, lifting the coffin lid.Kiku moved closer. When she saw Takeo, her knees buckled, and she
grabbed the doorframe for support. He looked dead. His face was gray, splattered with blood,
and frozen in pain. The oxygen tube had come out of his mouth, probably early in the ride
when they flew across the highway. She watched until she saw his chest rise.There’s still
hope.Olivia bent over him and examined his wound. After a minute, she stood up. “The doctor
who treated him was smart—he placed a backboard beneath him. Help me get him onto the
bed.”
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mgeigs, “Non-stop action!. I loved the first two books in this series, this one maybe a bit less.
I'm not sure why, but I think it just seemed a bit like the author was beginning to add violence
simply for the violence, or maybe by book three I was in violence overload. Still, Kiku is a
force to be reckoned with. Her abilities are a bit unbelievable, but when you remember it's a
book, and a very good one, that can be overlooked.I was glad to see that the ending leaves
enough open for the possibility (probability?) of more in the Kiku series.”

Colorado Avid Reader, “Kiku is a fierce, protective, modern day warrior of the best kind.. It all
comes to a close in this book—we’ll, sort of. Many loose ends are tied up. One remains. Mr.
Greyson has done a remarkable job with this series Kiku is amazing. She leaps off the page,
bigger than life, with every episode. What a great action movie this story would make. Bring it
to the big screen.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “One of his best. This series would make a great action movie series.
Waiting in anticipation for the next Kiku book as will as the next Jack Stratton book. All of
Christopher Grayson's books are wonderful reads. Love his characters. Best of all they give
great action without all the foul language and smutt that most action books have these days.”

Marty Brevik, “Excellent !!!. This was an extremely exciting series. I'm truly hoping that there's
more to come. Thank you Mr Greyson for the outstanding writing. I felt excitement through the
whole series. Anything I read now is going to pale next to this. All I can say is WOW !!!. You
rocked it. HIGHLY RECOMMEND.”

John Placho, “Dance of Death. Wow! What a series! Action packed Kiku stories always keeps
you on toes, wanting more and more. I loved the fact that Jack and Alice were involved in the
books. I will have to go back to Captain Jack, to see if Kiku made it to the wedding. Great work,
Christopher!”

Lama Jeff, “Plunged Into Darkness Revealing An End!. To follow Kiku thru these three volumes
of action and adventure gives the reader sadness at the conclusion, but then this can't be
goodbye, I feel a slow bow and a hidden smile to brighten to an expected return to the tales of
further assassination.”



Kirk, “Electric. Kiku is my new hero! Fast, tough, well trained, and not afraid of death. These
books are fast paced, well written, have an amazing cast of characters. I found it hard to put
these books down. Must read books!”

Reggie, “Wow. I love this author. Kiku is no joke. I loved this series but I could use som more of
her and see what she does to Jeff Klein and what happens with this family of misfits.”

The book by Christopher Greyson has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 211 people have provided
feedback.
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